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A Maker City

Prepares its Citizens
for the Future



A Maker City

Finds the greatest value of people at 
a time of rapid technological and 
economic change.
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1,478 utility patents

issued in 2016

Double the number
two years ago.



5,500 Ford Inventors

2,200 First-time Inventors 

Over 4,000 first-time 
inventors since 2015 



The Flex Invention & Prototyping Lab





The East Bay Broadband Boom:

San Leandro entices tech startups, entrepreneurs

“The boom is the result of a happy convergence of action and 

resources — available long-vacant or underused manufacturing 

sites; a businessman who financed a fiber optic loop in city-owned 

conduit and the city jumping into a public-private partnership with 

him, the first of its kind in the Bay Area; and using broadband to 

lure tech firms…”



























Gerald Burkett

September 15th, 2016

Buffalo, New York

Dear Peter ,

There are so many helpful ideas in there that my 

bookmarks are almost as numerous as the overall page 

count. 

That you laid out implications for inspiring cities 

saved innumerable hours of experimenting on my part 

and for others. Reading about real world examples 

helped convince me that it CAN be done here; that 

the passion in my heart can become more than just 

imaginations

In fact, the entire book feels like you were writing 



Your book has given me so many pointers to be a more 

effective maker and how to convince others that they 

are makers, even if they don't believe it on the 

surface. 

I won't stop my battle until I've accomplished my 

goals. I'm going to graduate in several months; this 

makerspace isn't about me. It's about my brothers 

and my children. I want schools to be known for more 

than just the dreaded standardized testing. I want 

schools to be a place where students actually look 

forward to coming back to, day after day. I know 

this all won't be accomplished in a year, but I have 

amazing people like you and Dale who show anyone 

that they can make their dreams come true and stand 

up for what they believe is right. It'll definitely 
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I have faced a couple of challenges recently, with the 

most prominent one being lead in our school's water 

supply, and just last week, the old site of the 

Bethlehem Steel plant had set fire and caused the 

evacuation of schools in our district. Needless to 

say, it's been difficult to get an appointment with my 

superintendent. 

But I did show my high school principal an article 

about my attempts to bring Making to schools, and he 

was very impressed. He emphasized the school's 

determination to pursue STEM education, but I believe 

that's missing the point. Sure, it's a start, but I 

want to see my fellow students following their 

passions, like making music from unconventional 

http://www.frontier.wnyric.org/site/Default.aspx?PageID=7549
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/10/nyregion/bethlehem-steel-fire.html?_r=0


















“In democratic countries the 
science of association is the 
mother of science; the progress of 
all the rest depends upon the 
progress it has made.”

Democracy In America, 1835



Maker City Factors 
Deloitte • Brookings • US News • McClatchy

• Quality of life

• Shared civic vision

• Human potential

• Innovation 
infrastructure

• Physical infrastructure

• Productive Local 
Economy



One more thing…
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Extra slides-
predicting use of future tech: broadband 



What is a Phonograph Good For?

1878: Thomas A. Edison faces the challenge 
of marketing a programmable device



Edison Memo: 

Potential Uses For 

the Phonograph

• Phonographic letter writing

• Phonographic books

• Teaching of elocution

• Reproduction of music

• The “Family Record”

• Music-boxes and toys.

• Clocks that speak “when to go home”

• The preservation of languages

• Education: lectures, lessons, 

memorizing

• Permanent telephone recordings







1993





What We Missed

•The Internet

•Long Tail

•User Generated Content

•Open Systems

•Social Networks



“we are headed for the 

death of cities” 

{due to the continued 

growth of personal 

computing and distributed 

organizations advances} 

“cities are leftover baggage 

from the industrial era.”

george gilder (1995) 



Extra slides-
automation robots and jobs















HOW WE WORK WITH

ROBOTS








